
 

Government of India 

Department of Personnel & Training  

Ministry of Personnel, Public  

Grievances and Pension 

North Bock, New Delhi-110001 

 

D.O. No. 32/2021-EO (MM-II)              Dated -  04th June, 2021  

 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
 
              Please refer to this Department’s D.O. letters of even number and No. 33/2021-EO 
(MM.II) both dated 15.12.2020 (copies enclosed) inviting nominations of officers for deputation 
to the posts under Central Staffing Scheme(CSS) and for the posts of Chief Vigilance Officers 
(CVOs) in Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) as well as in other organizations under 
central Ministries/Departments. 
 
2.    The number of nominations received so far has been very minimal and as such the 
representation of officers from various Cadres/Services especially at DS/Director level is 
extremely low. As you know, every cadre is allowed a deputation reserve to ensure that officers 
have the opportunity to work on deputation including that under the Central Staffing Scheme, 
which adds to their experience. The utilization of this reserve is low and this underutilization, 
particularly at Deputy Secretary/Director level, causes serious gaps in cadre management. This 
aspect would also be kept in view by DoPT while considering Cadre Review Proposals, to be 
received in future. The cadres that have not been forwarding adequate nominations for Central 
Staffing Scheme at various levels may have to settle for less number  of additional Senior Duty 
Posts in future by way of corresponding reduction. These aspects have been duly conveyed to 
the Cadre Controlling Authorities during the meetings taken by the Secretary, DoPT. 
 
3.   It is, therefore, requested that larger number of officers may kindly be recommended for 
appointment at D.S/Director/JS level under the Central Staffing Scheme so that the Central 
Deputation Reserve/Deputation Reserves are duly utilized for this purpose. 
 
4.   It is also requested to ensure that the officers who are at the verge of promotion to 
SAG/HAG, as may be relevant, during the year are not nominated, often necessitating their 
early repatriation to avail of promotion in the cadre. It may be ensured that the names of only 
those officers are forwarded who are likely to remain available under the Central Staffing 
Scheme for full tenure. 
 
5.   The applications of officers who are being nominated (including those who have already 
applied) may be forwarded to this Department after due scrutiny at the earliest. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

(Khushboo Goel Chowdhary) 
Deputy Secretary to the Government of India 

 
1. The Chief Secretaries of the State Governments. 
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2. All Secretaries to the Government of India. 

 
3. Chairman, 

        Railway Board,                           (In r/o Indian Railways Services officers) 
        Ministry of Railways, 
        Rail Bhavan, New Delhi. 

 
4. Deputy Comptroller & Auditor General of India, 
         O/o the C&AG of India,                 (In r/o IA&AS officers) 
         9, Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Marg, 
         New Delhi. 

 

 
Copy to:  
 
1)   NIC, DoP&T, with a request to upload this circular on the Department’s website under: 

“Online Services-Central Staffing Scheme and CVO”. 
 
 




















































































